SocialPrice, the app that will tell you what you are worth.

Do you know what you’re worth?
SocialPrice discovers how valuable you are.
A new application available on Android and IOS that calculates how much
you contribute to society and how much you are worth as a human being.
SocialPrice is the only application able to calculate your influence on
society.
Do you think you are worth less than a football player or an important
executive?
Do you know how much you are worth to society? Would you like to know how
much you are worth to your neighbor, cousin or boss? There are athletes, actors or
artists that are worth millions but, how much is a human being actually worth?
Besides the biological component, there are many parameters that assess the value
of an individual and show what you add to the society in which you live. Now there
is a new application available on IOS and Android: SocialPrice which is able to
calculate your value. To do so, it uses a complex algorithm based on economic and
social indexes, plus a series of human aspects and their interactions in the society
in which they live.
As opposed to other applications that only value your influence on social networks,
SocialPrice includes aspects that determine your precise value and influence on
society. Furthermore, SocialPrice interprets your results and gives you advice on
how to improve.
This application measures personal and social aspects of the individual and also
allows the person to compare himself/herself with others by allowing them to share
their results online. SocialPrice has a ranking value by country which allows a social
analysis that crosses borders. In fact, the application has already been translated
into seven languages to give it a greater international coverage.
SocialPrice takes into consideration where you live, your personality, how you take
care of yourself, how you value your body, what your social surroundings are like
and your education to establish the your value. The value is represented in dollars
or pounds which shows the value that each person adds to society. The findings are
extremely surprising! To find out, you only have to download the application at
http://socialpriceapp.com
E-mail: info@socialpriceapp.com
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